We derive a general expression for the spontaneous emission-induced transition rates between the atomic states of atoms trapped in far-detuned optical potentials, taking into account both their internal and external degrees of freedom. We apply this result to atoms trapped in deep optical lattices. For 1D and 2D lattices, we quantify the correlations among excitations in the tightly confined directions, the loosely trapped directions, and the internal state of the atom. We emphasize the differences in excitations between red and blue-detuned lattices.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Optical lattices provide an extremely well-characterized periodic potential for cold atoms. They have enabled unprecedentedly clear studies of single atom physics, like Bloch oscillations [1] and superlatively precise measurements, like of /m [2] and of time [3] . They have also allowed the study of a tremendous range of many-body physics, like the Bose-and Fermi-Hubbard models and low dimensional gases, among many others [4] [5] [6] . For all these purposes, the lattice detuning is made large to avoid spontaneous emission, and quite a lot can be observed before the effects of spontaneous emission pose a limitation. Still, it lurks in the background, compromising the perfection of optical lattices by the heating and state changes it can cause.
Treating atomic motion classically, Gordon and Ashkin showed long ago that the heating of an atom in an optical standing wave due to spontaneous emission is independent of where the atom is in the standing wave [7] . Therefore, atoms are heated just as much by a blue-detuned optical lattice, where they are trapped around the nodes, as by a reddetuned optical lattice, where they are trapped around the antinodes and so see higher intensities. Spontaneous emission has recently been studied for quantized atomic states in optical lattices [8, 9] . The basic conclusion about heating is the same, but the quantized approach makes the physical origin of the result especially clear.
In general, how energy is deposited is often as important as how much energy is deposited. One example is the quantum Newton's cradle [10] , where atoms oscillate in 1D tubes formed by a deep 2D lattice. Spontaneous emission limits how sensitive that experiment is to the onset of thermalization, and axial deposition of energy in small steps is much worse, on a per unit energy deposited basis, than transverse excitation in the lattice. Recent theoretical work [8, 9] has shown that for scattering in a 3D lattice, spontaneous emission with reddetuning has a relatively greater effect on motion within the ground vibrational band. Blue-detuned lattices excite atoms to higher bands, from which it is dynamically unlikely to couple back into the ground band. For any particular experiment, a complete analysis of heating due to spontaneous emission must start with the calculation of transition rates to all final states. To facilitate such calculations, we derive in this paper a general expression for the transition rate of an atom trapped in an optical potential, taking into account both its internal and external degrees of freedom. We then give expressions for the matrix elements that apply to atoms in 1D, 2D, or 3D optical lattices, including possible contributions from residual traveling waves. As an example of how to apply these general results to a specific experiment, we then present a calculation for the case of 87 Rb in a 2D lattice, and show that energy is deposited in significantly different ways depending on whether the lattice light is blue or red-detuned.
II. GENERAL EXPRESSION FOR THE TRANSITION RATE DUE TO SPONTANEOUS EMISSION INDUCED BY FAR-DETUNED LIGHT

A. Hamiltonian and Notations
The Hamiltonian of an atom trapped in a laser field iŝ
The first term corresponds to the quantum states |φ of the external degrees of freedom of the atom with energy E φ . The second term describes the internal atomic levels characterized by a set of quantum numbers a = {L; J; F ; m F } with energy E a . We will consider here a single ground state hyperfine manifold g, and the excited hyperfine manifolds e i associated with a single electronic configuration e; inclusion of more levels is straightforward but cumbersome. The third term describes the modes of the electromagnetic field, including the mode of the laser i = ℓ and the modes i = s of the vacuum. It involves annihilation and creation operators,â i andâ † i , and the mode frequency ω i . Conservation of energy and momentum lead us to consider only vacuum modes that satisfy ω s ≈ ω ℓ + ∆ HF , where ω ℓ is the laser (angular) frequency and ∆ HF is the possible energy change within the ground hyperfine manifold. The electric field of a mode i = ℓ, s containing N i photons (with inten-
, where E i is the normalized complex amplitude, and #‰ ǫ i is the mode polarization, which can be decomposed on the basis { #‰ e qi } i=−1,0,1 . For π polarization #‰ e 0 = #‰ e z and for σ ± polarization #‰ e ±1 = ∓( #‰ e x ± i #‰ e y )/ √ 2. The wave vector #‰ k i associated with the mode i can be written in spherical coordinates, #‰ k i /k i = sin θ cos ϕ #‰ e x + sin θ sin ϕ #‰ e y + cos θ #‰ e z .
The last term in Eq. 1 corresponds to atom-light coupling, where we have neglected anti-resonant terms under the assumption that the laser frequency is much closer to resonance than to DC (the rotating wave approximation). The dipolar operators,d [11] , couple the atom respectively from the ground state manifold to the excited state manifolds and vice-versa, while either absorbing or emitting a photon of polarization q i . The quantities c qi = #‰ ǫ * qi · #‰ ǫ i are the complex amplitudes of the three components of the polarization of the mode i.
B. Effective Coupling and Transition Rate
For simplicity, we take the limit of most optical lattice experiments, where the laser detuning is larger than the hyperfine structure of both the ground and the excited state manifolds. Since the population in the excited state remains small, it is convenient to work in the bare atom basis and treat the light-atom coupling terms as perturbations. A ground state atom undergoes spontaneous emission by interacting with both the laser and vacuum fields, moving from an initial state, |φ; F, m F , to a possibly different final state, |φ ′ ; F ′ , m ′ F . The perturbing Hamiltonian involves one photon each from the laser and vacuum modes. The intermediate state in the absorption-emission process is a coherent sum over all excited states, |e i , f, m f , which can be adiabatically eliminated [12] . The effective matrix element M eff between the initial and final states is given by
where the δ-function ensures conservation of angular momentum during the absorption-emission process. For the vacuum mode (intensity I s = 0, containing N s = 0 photons) we have used the relation I s /N s = ω s c/V with ω s the frequency of the vacuum mode and V the quantization volume (which also appears in the density of vacuum modes, so that it drops out of the calculation). We have introduced ω ei , the frequency of the g → e i transition, and d, the dipole moment of the transition g → e. In the energy denominators, we have neglected the hyperfine splittings and energies associated with the external degrees of freedom, since they are all much smaller than the laser detuning. We have, however, retained the effects on the wavefunction due to the spatial dependence of E ℓ,s (# ‰ r ).
The coefficients A(q ℓ , q s ) are given by
They correspond to the sum of the branching coefficients over all intermediate excited states involved in the absorptionemission process [13] .
Because there is a continuum of vacuum modes s, the transition rate can be obtained by applying Fermi's Golden Rule [11] . The result is
where
(5) The matrix element M is given by
The general result given by Eq. 4 merits some discussion. For a given laser polarization, the sum over excited states is coherent because the final states are identical in all respects, making the pathways indistinguishable. In contrast, the transition rates for different components q ℓ of the laser polarization are summed incoherently, because those cross terms necessarily involve orthogonal modes of the vacuum field. The inner product of these orthogonal modes integrates over all space to zero.
When the detuning is much greater than the excited state fine structure, the factors before the × in the brackets are the same as the two-level atom result. In that case, spontaneous emission does not change the atom's magnetic sublevel. At smaller detunings it can, in a way that is determined by the first two factors in the brackets. The most significant difference between our calculation and the two-level result lies in I. The transition rates depend on the external states |φ and |φ ′ . Note that by summing Eq. 4 over all final states |φ ′ , and
. Therefore, the total scattering rate from a state |φ ( |φ ′ Γ |φ
), is, as expected, the scattering rate associated with the average intensity seen in that state.
III. SPATIAL MATRIX ELEMENT FOR SPONTANEOUS EMISSION IN OPTICAL LATTICES
A. Configuration and notations
We consider an n-dimensional (n = 1, 2, 3) optical lattice made in the most common way [14] , using n perpendicular 1D lattices with k-vectors, k r , each with a slightly different frequency so that the n 1D lattices do not mutually interfere. For simplicity we assume that all lattices have the same intensity and approximate wavelength. In the 3 − n dimensions where there is no lattice confinement, we assume that weak axial trapping is provided either by the transverse profile of the lattice beams or by an additional potential. We take this trapping to be weak enough that motion in that direction can be treated semi-classically. The optical lattices are assumed to be deep enough that tunneling is small, and we can approximate the Wannier states in the optical lattice directions as harmonic oscillator states with trapping frequency ω latt . The external state of an atom trapped in the potential created by optical lattices in the directions denoted by the set {t} is thus |φ ≡ i∈{t} j / ∈{t} |n i |p j , where n i is the transverse vibrational quantum number in the i direction and p j is the axial momentum in the j direction.
There is a hierarchy of length scales in the problem, a ho ≪ 1/k r ≪ L, where a ho = /2mω latt is the r. m. s. size of the transverse harmonic oscillator, m the atom mass and L is the typical length scale of the weakly trapping potential. The Lamb-Dicke parameter [15] η ≡ k r a ho is thus small, as is the ratio E r / ω latt = η 2 , where E r = k 2 r /2m is the recoil energy.
B. Spatial dependence of the laser field
The two photons involved in spontaneous emission (Eq. 6) have distinct effects on the atom's external states. The absorption of a lattice photon only causes vibrational state changes in the lattice direction. The emission of a spontaneous photon, in contrast, can cause state changes in all directions, to a relative degree that depends on the lattice polarization.
To calculate the rates of external state changes (Eq. 4), we must first derive the spatial matrix elements in Eq. 6, which depend on E ℓ . We will consider the cases of red-and bluedetuned optical lattices as well as the case of a traveling wave, which can add to the potential if lattice beam pairs are not intensity-balanced.
• A traveling wave of intensity I(y, z) propagating along x has a complex amplitude E ℓ (# ‰ r ) = exp (ik rx ). The intensity I w seen by an atom is independent of its position and is I w = I(y, z).
• Atoms in a red-detuned lattice are trapped at the standing wave anti-nodes. The normalized field at the atoms is given by E ℓ (# ‰ r ) = 2 cos (k rx ). A deep lattice looks harmonic to a ground state atom, so the average intensity I r seen in the x ground state (n x = 0) is
• For a blue-detuned lattice, atoms are trapped at the standing wave nodes. The normalized field at the atoms is given by E ℓ (# ‰ r ) = 2i sin (k rx ). The average intensity I b seen by an atom in the x ground state is, in the harmonic limit, I b = 4I(y, z)η 2 .
C. Spatial matrix elements in each direction, M i j j
The matrix element M(θ, ϕ) in Eq. 6 depends on which of the above cases is being considered in each direction.
. These matrix elements depend on functions Θ(θ, ϕ). Their specific forms, which depend on the geometry of the lattice, will be given in Eqs. 9 and 10.
We have expressed the position operatorx j in terms of harmonic oscillator raising and lowering operators in the direction j,x j = a ho (â † j +â j ). The exponentials have been expanded to second order in the Lamb-Dicke parameter η and the sinusoidal functions to leading order. At this order, the matrix element for a traveling wave is the same as that for a red-detuned lattice. These matrix elements have been expressed in terms of the functions,
The ∆ For the traveling wave and red-detuned lattice cases, the matrix elements for changing the transverse vibrational states are of order η smaller than those for which they stay the same. For the blue-detuned case, the largest matrix elements entail a change of vibrational level.
D. Total spatial matrix element, M(θ, ϕ)
Without loss of generality, we assume that x is an optical lattice direction. We can then write explicit expressions for the global matrix element in Eq. 6 for any configuration, implicitly defining the variables Θ(θ, ϕ) from Eq. 7. These matrix elements are
(blue-detuned lattice) (9) where the matrix element M yz , associated with the directions y and z, depends on the configuration. Specifically,
where the indices i y , i z depend on the light configuration in the y and z directions. The possible values for the indices are w for traveling wave, r for a red-detuned lattice, b for a blue-detuned lattice, and f for a weak trapping potential.
blue detuning red detuning FIG. 1: Dominant processes for the energy deposition due to spontaneous emission of a lattice photon. In the case of a reddetuned lattice, the energy is deposited with the same order of magnitude axially when there is no change of transverse state (case a) as transversely (case b). This contrasts with the case of the blue-detuned lattice (case c) where the energy is deposited predominantly in the transverse degrees of freedom (by a factor proportional to η −4 ≫ 1).
In the case of a 1D or 2D optical lattice, there is an M f j factor for at least one direction. The delta function contained in that factor shows that, to within a set of measure zero, every spontaneous emission changes the momentum in the weakly trapping direction(s). In the case of a blue-detuned optical lattice, all spatial matrix elements are reduced by an overall factor of η compared to red-detuned lattices or traveling waves. Blue-detuned lattices thus have less spontaneous emission, and therefore less energy deposited in non-lattice directions. But since most blue-detuned lattice spontaneous emission events change n x , the total energy deposited in all directions is the same in all cases (see Fig. 1 ), as has been previously noted [8, 9] .
IV. APPLICATION TO THE CASE OF 87 Rb IN A 2D OPTICAL LATTICE
In this section we apply our general framework to the case of 87 Rb in the |F = 1, m F = 1 state trapped in a 2D optical lattice created by imperfectly balanced counterpropagating beam pairs along x and y. Atomic motion along the tube axes is described semi-classically by a momentum p z , while the motion in the transverse harmonic potential (along x and y) is quantized with numbers n x and n y . The external state of an atom in a tube is then written as |φ ≡ |n x , n y , p z . We consider two polarization cases, with both lattice beam pairs linearly polarized either vertically (along z) or transversely (in the (x, y)-plane).
In each polarization case, by combining Eqs. 4-9, we can write the total transition rate as a product of terms that involve different degrees of freedom
is the atom-specific hyperfine state-dependent part, and I |n For 87 Rb, the ground state manifold is g ≡ 5 2 S 1/2 and there are two excited state manifolds e i ≡ {5 2 P 1/2 ; 5 2 P 3/2 }, corresponding to the D 1 and D 2 lines. We take the laser detuning to be large with respect to the hyperfine structure, but not necessarily large with respect to the fine structure splitting(≃ 15 nm). The detuning with respect to the D i line is denoted as δ i and we introduce for the D 2 line its frequency
2 /3ǫ 0 πc 3 and saturation intensity
The polarization components c q ℓ in Eq. 4 are defined by the direction of the linear polarization of the lattice beams and are given in Eqs. 12a and 13a. The polarization q s of the spontaneously emitted photon is derived using angular momentum conservation in Eq. 4, q s = q ℓ − m F ′ + m F , and its value as function of polarization is given in Eqs. 12b and 13b. For polarization along z,
For polarization perpendicular to z,
is the rate at which a free space atom's hyperfine sublevel changes due to an intensity I ij in one specific direction j, where i j stands for either w, r or b. We can write the scattering rate with no hyperfine state change using the 2-level atom result Γ |F,mF
, where δ ℓ is the effective detuning, which takes into account the fine structure,
for a polarization along z or in the perpendicular plane (⊥).
The scattering rate associated with a change of hyperfine state is given by
As expected, the rate in Eq. 15 tends to zero as the overall detuning increases. The coefficients C are given by
They are calculated using Eqs. 3, 12 and 13, and depend upon the final state and the direction of the linear polarization, but are independent of the manifold e i used in Eq. 3. Their values are given in Table I . Using Eqs. 14 and 15, one can check that for any linear polarization, one recovers the two-level result for the total scattering rate,
(nx +ny +1) (i):
(ii): 
B. Spatial state dependent factor for linearly polarized light
The spatial state dependent term I |n ′ x ,n ′ y |nx,ny (u 0 ) depends upon the polarization of the spontaneous photon q s and on the configuration. It is convenient to express I as the product of two functions,
T depends only on the transverse state, while F is a probability distribution function ( du 0 F (u 0 ) = 1) associated with the momentum kick u 0 along z.
Results for T and F can be derived from Eqs. 5-10 and are given in Tables II and III . They are tabulated to second order in the Lamb-Dicke parameter η. When there are many terms in Eq. 18, the terms with negative T correct the rates to second order, and ensure that the total transition rate to all final states equals the scattering rate. = |n x ± 1, n y or |n x , n y ± 1 , the contribution from the two corresponding rows of {T , F } have to be summed as in Eq. 18.
C. Energy Deposition
Total Energy deposition
For an atom in |n x , n y , p z ; F, m F , the rate of total energy deposited by spontaneous emission iṡ
(19) For either a blue or red-detuned lattice with any linear polarization, straightforward calculations using the previous results (Eqs. 14-18 and Tables I-III) show thaṫ
where Γ max is the spontaneous emission rate per standing wave of an atom at the anti-node
with I peak the peak intensity of the interference pattern in one direction. As expected [7] , the total energy deposition rate is independent of the lattice detuning and the position of the atom in the lattice and is equal to the maximum scattering rate in the lattice (here 2 × Γ max since we have standing waves in both the x and y directions) multiplied by one recoil energy (E r ).
Energy deposition in the different degrees of freedom
There remains a significant difference between the blue and red-detuned lattices in how the energy increase is shared between axial motion and the transverse excited states |n x , n y . Consider transitions between |0, 0 and n ′ x , n ′ y induced by the 2D lattice. Table IV shows the energy deposition rates normalized by the maximum scattering rate Γ max for each term of the sum in Eq. 19. For red-detuning, as for a traveling wave, the energy deposition rate in different directions z or ⊥ follows the dipole pattern distribution of spontaneous emission. For blue-detuning, the energy is predominantly deposited in transverse excitations (i.e. along x and y ) (see the second line of Table IVa ). Figure 1 illustrates how energy deposition varies with detuning sign.
For red-detuning, the dominant axial energy deposition events of 4E r /5 are correlated with no change of transverse state n ′ x = 0, n ′ y = 0 . For blue-detuning, the dominant axial energy deposition events are correlated with excitation to |0, 1 or |1, 0 . With blue-detuning, each event deposits the same axial energy 4E r /5 as with the red-detuned optical lattice, but they occur at a reduced rate Γ blue = Γ max η 2 compared to Γ red = Γ max .
Trapping atoms in a 2D blue lattice thus presents two advantages to its red-detuned counterpart when one is concerned about depositing energy along the tube axes as in [10] :
• Despite the fact that the deposited energy per spontaneous emission along z is independent of detuning sign, the energy deposition rate along z is reduced by η 2 with blue-detuning.
• The dominant axial energy deposition is correlated with transverse excitation and thus has a smaller impact on the axial momentum distribution after a subsequent deexcitation [16] .
At a lattice depth of 40 E r , η 2 = 7.9 × 10 −2 . The ratio of the total axial energy deposition rate to the total energy deposition rate is 2η 2 /5 = 3.2×10 −2 for blue-detuning, while it is 0.4 for red-detuning. Moreover, the energy deposition along z that involves no transverse excitation is reduced by a factor 5η 4 /28 = 1.1 × 10 −3 by switching from red to blue detuning.
TABLE IV: Energy deposition rates in the transverse direction (Ė ⊥ ) or along the axis (Ė z ) for lattice induced transitions from |n x = 0, n y = 0 to n ′ x , n ′ y . To obtain a simply stated comparison between blue (a) and red (b) detunings, we have normalized the rates by the maximum scattering rate Γ max .
V. CONCLUSION
We have presented a general formalism for calculating energy deposition due to the spontaneous emission of optical lattice light. For arbitrary dimension lattices of any detuning and polarization, as long as they are sufficiently deep and their detuning exceeds hyperfine structures, the formalism allows one to keep track of how the atoms' internal and external states change, and how these various changes are correlated with one another. As an example, we have calculated energy deposition for 87 Rb atoms in linearly polarized 2D optical lattices. That particular case is important for understanding how Newton's cradle momentum distributions evolve due to spontaneous emission [16] .
